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Dear friend,
I read and code all the time. That is how I live. Let’s just say that I do not
use auto-formatters and the best feeling in the world is when I get to
break backward compatibility in order to make a better API.
I lost my virginity to a Microsoft-stack a long time ago. Then I cheated with
PHP quite a bit. Eventually, I married Java (I still day dream of C# to be
honest). Most of the time has been spent digging around on the back-side
of web development, but I am by no means new to front-end.
I can enumerate buzzwords all day. But that is totally boring.
My strong suite is Java of which I have two certifications and the honor to
be labeled the world’s second best programmer in 2016 by the employer I
had at the time (the test was limited to their employees).
What I – currently! – suck at is the new kids like NoSQL and microservices.
I know a bunch of theory, but I do lack the practical experience. This I hope
you can give me
Okay, why did I stay such a short time with my last employer?
The short story is that they fuct up pretty bad. I have a great relationship
with the end customer Klarna, but my employer on the paper was a little
bit of a joker. When I found out that I had no health insurance and I was
technically speaking being in Germany illegally, that’s when I left.
I bought a camper van and a cat, then I hit the road. Today, I live like a free
man. I wander the earth and I get to code however much I want too
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